Abstract. Let M be a left R−module and A = {A} A∈A be a family of some submodules of M . It is introduced the classes of (strongly) M − A − injective and (strongly) M − A − flat modules which are denoted by (S)M − AI and (S)M − AF , respectively. It is obtained some characterizations of these classes and the relationships between these classes. Moreover it is investigated (S)M − AI and (S)M − AF precovers and preenvelopes of modules. It is also studied A-coherent, F A and P A modules. Finally more generally we give the characterization of S − AI(F ) modules where A = {A} A∈A is a family of some left R−modules.
introduction
Let M be a left R−module and A = {A} A∈A be a family of some submodules of M where R is an associative ring with identity and M + = Hom Z (M, Q/Z).
In this paper the classes of M − A − injective and M − A − flat modules are studied which are denoted by M − AI and M − AF and generalizations of relative injective, A − injective and A − flat modules (see [2] , [18] , [12] and [13] ). As a special case, M-min-injective and M-min-flat modules are given in [11] . Moreover we introduce the class of strongly M − A − injective modules which is denoted by SM − AI and a generalization of strongly M − injective modules (see [7] ) and we introduce the class of strongly M − A − flat modules which is denoted by SM − AF . Thus we have that I(F ) ⊆ SM − AI(F ) ⊆ M − AI(F ) where I(F ) is the class of all injective (flat) modules.
We prove that N is in SM −AF if and only if N + is in SM −AI and if M is finitely presented and A−coherent, then N is in SM −AI if and only if N + is in SM −AF . We obtain that SM −AI and SM −AF have some properties which are equivalent to the condition that M is finitely presented and A − coherent. We have that (S)M − AF is a Kaplansky class and if M is finitely presented and A − coherent, then (S)M − AI is also a Kaplansky class. Moreover if M is finitely presented and A−coherent, then every left R−module has SM −AI preenvelope and cover and we have that ((S)M −AF (I), ((S)M −AF (I)) ⊥ ) is a perfect cotorsion theory (where M is finitely presented, A − coherent and R is in (S)M − AI) and the cotorsion theory ( ⊥ (SM − AI), SM − AI) is complete. We also study F A and P A modules as generalizations of F S and P S modules (see [14] , [22] and [10] ). Finally we give some properties of the class S−AI(F ) where A = {A} A∈A is a family of some left R−modules which is a generalization of the class SM − AI(F ).
a generalization of relative injective and flat modules
We begin with giving the following definition:
injective modules are generalization of M − injective modules (see [2] for more detail ). The class of M − A − injective modules is denoted by M − AI.
Example 2.2. Let M = R R and A be a family of some ideals of R.
Then an R − A − injective module is taken as A−injective (see [18] ).
Moreover let M be any left R−module and A be a family of all simple submodules. Then M − A − injective is called M − min − injective in [11] .
The definition is generalization of strongly M − injective modules (see [7] ).
The class of strongly M − A − injective modules is denoted by SM − AI. Let M be projective (in particular, let M = R R). Then strongly M −A−injective modules and M −A−injective modules are identical. Now, we explain that the inclusions can be proper with respect to M.
For example, take M = Z 6 and A = {< 2 >, < 3 >}. Then M = Z 6 =< 2 > ⊕ < 3 > and so every Z−module is Z 6 − A−injective. But Z 2 is not SZ 6 − A−injective.
Let R be a ring and R R = I 1 ⊕ I 2 where I 1 and I 2 are left ideals of R and A = {I 1 , I 2 }. Then every left R−module is SR − A−injective, but it is not necessary that every left R−module is injective.
The class of M − A − flat modules is denoted by M − AF . Example 2.6. Let M = R R and A be a family of some ideals of R. Then R − A − flat is taken as A − flat (see [12] ).
Moreover let M be any left R−module and A be a family of simple submodules of M. Then M − A − flat is called M − min − flat in [11] .
Lemma 2.7. The followings are equivalent: 
Now, we explain that the inclusions can be proper with respect to M. Let M = Z 6 and A = {< 2 >, < 3 >}. Then Z 
By Lemma 3.2.22 in [5] , α and β are isomorphism. By five lemma γ is also isomorphism. By Theorem 3.2.33 in [5] , M/A is finitely presented.
Lemma 2.14. Let M be finitely presented left R − module and A − coherent. Then the following are equivalent:
Notice that it is not necessary to be that M is finitely presented to prove that N is in
Since M is quotient A − coherent by Lemma 2.13, by Lemma 3.60 in [16] we have the isomorphism
So N is in SM − AI if and only if N + is in SM − AF . Now, we will prove that N is in M − AI if and only if N + is M − AF . We have the following commutative diagram as follow:
Since A and M are finitely presented, by Lemma 3.60 in [16] β and θ are isomorphism. So N is in M −AI if and only if N + is in M −AF .
The following corollaries follow from Lemma 2.11 and Lemma 2.14.
Corollary 2.15. Let M be finitely presented and A − coherent. The followings are equivalent: Proof. Let {S i } i∈I be the irredundant set of representatives of all simple R − modules and E be the injective envelope of ⊕ i∈I S i . Then E is an injective cogenerator and Hom(S, E) ∼ = S by Corollary 18.19 in [1] and Lemma 2.6 in [20] , respectively. There is an isomorphism as follow 
where θ is monic by 24.9 in [21] . By 25.4 in [21] , β is an isomorphism. Since γ is epic, θ is epic. By 25.4 in [21] again, A is finitely presented.
(1)⇒(3) Let {N i } i∈I be a family of M − A − flat modules. We have the following commutative diagram
, β is an isomorphism. Since γ is one to one and α is one to one. Thus ΠN i is in M − AI. (Notice that it is not necessary that M is finitely presented.)
Now, we will show that if {N i } i∈I is a family of SM − A − flat modules, then ΠN i is in SM − AF . By Theorem 3.2.26 in [5] T or
where R is coherent and M/A is finitely presented by Lemma 2.13. So the required is found. , θ is isomorphism, so β is isomorphism. So A is finitely presented by Theorem 3.22 in [5] .
(1)⇒(4) follows from Lemma 2.14. + and the part (6), (ΠN
is a pure submodule of ΠN + i by Lemma 1 (1) in [3] , so (ΠN [17] . Note that G ∈ M − AI, so F ∈ M − AI by (2) .
Let ψ :
Then iθ = ψ and so i : F → N is an M − AI precover of N. Moreover the identity map I F of F is the only homomorphism g : F → F such that ig = i, and so (4) holds.
(4)⇒(2) Let B be any M − A − injective module and C be a submodule of B. If E is injective envelope of C and φ : F → E/C is the monic M − AI cover, then we have the following diagram
Then φ is epic, so it is isomorphism. Therefore E/C is M − A − injective. We have the exact sequence 0 = Ext 
Since β and γ are isomorphisms, so is α.
In the following proposition it is also satisfied all equivalent conditions in Theorem 3.5.
Proof. Let us given that a j ∈ A, m i ∈ M and s ij ∈ R such that
s ij m i where 1 ≤ j ≤ n. By the Dual Basis Lemma, there exist {f k : k ∈ I} ⊆ Hom(A, R) such that for any c ∈ A f k (c) = 0 for almost all k, and c = f
So A is pure submodule of M by Theorem 4.89 in [9] . [19] 
